SKIN NUTRIENTS

2019 WINNER
CASE STUDY
INTERNATIONALLY ESTABLISHED
‘SKIN NUTRIENT’S’ NATURAL SKIN
SOLUTIONS TAKE ON AUSTRALIAN
EVERYDAY MARKET
BY RACHEL STEVENS

Since Skin Nutrient’s Product of the Year win in
2019 for their ‘Skin Nutrient, Mix and Mask, 12
piece Botanic Face Masks’, the skincare brand has
been launched into major retail channels
throughout Australia.
While previously well established in China and
Vietnam, Marketing Manager Breanna Sheather
says, “It’s a fantastic feeling to now offer premium
and natural skin solutions to everyday Australians
widely, through excellent local distributors and
our e-commerce channel.”
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One such retailer is TerryWhite Chemmart
pharmacies and to date the Skin Nutrient
Botanic Face Masks are now stocked in over
500 of their stores.
Through this partnership, Skin Nutrient has
also been able to support Ovarian Cancer
Australia with TerryWhite Chemmart’s
donation of 10 cents for every botanic face
mask sold.
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“Our main goal of 2018 was to launch our Botanic Face
Masks with reputable retail groups and winning
Product of the Year certainly helped us achieve this
goal,” she adds.
Skin Nutrient eagerly looks towards the future and are
planning to enter Product of the Year 2020. Their major
goals include a continued growth in sales and in
greater brand awareness of being the “leading natural,
Australian made skincare brand,” Ms. Sheather says.
She says winning Product of the Year has contributed
to a major increase in company confidence as well as
national and international sales. Ms. Sheather adds that
as a result, as a team, they are also able to successfully
continue to innovate new and exciting products to
come.
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